
BURRI cityGREEN BANYAN

The cityGREEN BANYAN mobile urban green 
space is a simple, functional and easily 
manoeuvrable plant trough for use in the 
public space. 

As with all other members of the BURRI ci-
tyGREEN family of products, BANYAN ser-
ves both the sensory revitalisation as well 
as the functional greening of public spaces. 
In addition to the functions of air purifier, 
source of oxygen and haven for biodiversity, 
these green areas provide summer shade 
for dwellers and help regulate the microcli-
mate in squares and streets.

It can be moved with little effort and will find 
immediate application (no heavy construc-
tion required) also where the public space 
features specific constraints. Uses include 
uncomplicated or temporary configura-
tions of areas, or experimental layouts for 
green spaces. Even utilisation as a simple 
and effective measure for traffic calming is 
straightforward with a mobile urban green 
space, including streets as play areas or in 
30 km/h zones. 

Mobile urban green space

Plant trough construction:
- 8 mm steel plate
- hot-dip galvanised or raw oiled
- lacquered (optional colour of your choice)
- ROOTPAKK®HMR®coating (optional)

Side panel construction:
- Prime quality natural larch
- Ash from Switzerland, with four coatings of 

your colour of choice

Dimensions:
- Plant trough height: 960 mm
- Trough diameter (round): 1324 mm
- Trough length (square trough):  
   1090 x 1090mm
- Weight: approx. 1,2t (including contents)

Installation:
- freestanding
- Easy relocation via forklift

Recommended planting (MINI GREEN):
- E.g. native pine
- Evergreen, medium-sized crown (approx. 

6x3 m)
- Branches start at approx. 2 - 2.5 m

The side panels are made of high-quality 
Swiss wood, which can also be ordered in a 
range of colour lacquers, if desired. BANYAN 
is based on the design of the seating furni-
ture of the Line Landscape, with which it can 
be easily and effectively combined. As an op-
tion, the plant trough can be lined with BUR-
RI’s patented ROOTPAKK®HMR® coating to 
prevent water leakage and corrosion, and to 
provide the product with even longer service 
life. These mobile urban green spaces from 
BURRI are complemented by short delivery 
times, advice on the choice of plants and at-
tractive prices.
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